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INTRODUCTION
The D.I.I.O. (Distributed Intelligent IO) System Programming Software is a windows based software
used to configure the DoZeener Controls D.I.I.O. family of products, consisting of the network
controllers and various IO devices. The IO Devices have a Modbus RTU RS232 or RS485 serial
connection.
This software has been tested and is fully compatible with the following operating systems:
Windows 2000 SP4
Windows Server 2003 SP1
Windows XP SP2
A good understanding of the communication philosophy of the DIIO system is required to use the
software to its full extent of capabilities. This is explained in the manual ‘D.I.I.O. System Overview’
(DoZeener Controls Literature Code DZC-DIO-08001EM-1).
Also the following support documents should be used together with this manual:
Specifications: DIIO-DI-A-8 (Literature Code: DZC-DIO-08009EM-1)
Specifications: DIIO-DO-A-8 (Literature Code: DZC-DIO-08011EM-1)
Specifications: DIIO-AI-A-8 (Literature Code: DZC-DIO-08013EM-1)
Specifications: DIIO-AO-A-8 (Literature Code: DZC-DIO-08015EM-1)
Specifications: DIIO-MC-DOL1 (Literature Code: DZC-DIO-08017EM-1)
Other specifications which are issued with the introduction of new devices.

SECTION OVERVIEW
The software is split into 6 main sections, selectable via tabs on the upper part of the screen:
Communication Parameters: Used for all DIIO Devices communicating with a serial interface. This
section is used to:
Set the computer port communication parameters
Configure a device (network controller or Modbus slave device) with new communication
parameters and slave address
Read device details such as type of device, hardware revision, firmware revision, release
date and serial number. These can be useful when requesting support for a particular
device.
Set the reference Codes. Each device can be assigned a set of numbers to identify it in the
system.
A device can be connected to a PC via a Serial Port or USB Port (if a USB to serial adaptor is used).
The following connections can be made:
Device with RS232 connection: Direct Connection to PC Serial Port or a connection to a USB
port if an RS232 to USB interface is used.
Device with RS485 connection: Connection to a PC serial port if an RS485 to RS232
connector is used or connection to a USB port if an RS485 to USB connector is used.
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Network Controller Device Setup.
Used to configure which devices the network controller (Part Number: DIIO-NetCon1) has
to poll and the device type.
This section shall only be used to configure a network controller (device type 500). The device
code is used by the software to identify the model of the DIIO module connected to the PC.

Network Controller Register Setup
Used to configure the flow of information from one device to the other.
Each device will have its first 20 Modbus registers accessible via the network controller. The first 10
addresses are read only while the other 10 are read/write. This section determines which
information is passed to the read/write registers.
This section shall only be used to configure a network controller (device type 500).

I/O Devices Setup
Each slave IO Device can be configured via this section. Configuration data might include
analogue scaling parameters, alarm limits and default values loaded at startup.

Configuration Data
Parameters configured via the ‘IO Devices Setup’ section are transferred to the flash memory of the
microcontroller inside the DIIO devices. These parameters are stored in 10 blocks of data. This
section is not intended for the general user.
User programmable DIIO devices are being developed at the time of writing of this document. This
section is meant to aid the programmer to use the user configurable area of the microprocessor.

Information
This section shows a summary of the first 20 Modbus registers of each device, the 20 registers used
by the network programmer for transfer of data.
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COMMUNICATION PARAMETERS

1: Tabs help the user navigate
across the different sections of the
program

2: PC Port Communication
Settings.

6: Gets the device details. Very
helpful to identify which device type
is connected to the other end of the
network.
Device Type and Serial number
can be used to request support
from DoZeener Controls

3: Port Information and Control
Buttons

4: This section is used to configure
a slave device or network controller
with new communication settings

7: Reference Codes can be used to
identify where a component is and
why it is used in a large system

5: Displays the results of the last
action. A list of possible results and
solution to alerts can be found in
Appendix A

Figure 2:
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PC SERIAL PORT COMMUNICATION SETTINGS:

This section refers to note 2 of figure 2.
This section is used to configure the PC port communication parameters. These have to
match with the communication parameters of the device to which the PC is connected to be
able to successfully communicate to it. The default communication parameters of all devices
in the D.I.I.O. family are Baud Rate 9600, Parity None and Slave Address 1. Data Bits and stop
bits cannot be changed and will always be 8 Data Bits and 1 Stop Bit.
The default communication settings on a DIIO device can be restored by pressing the
‘Comms Reset’ button while powering up the device. See the particular device
manual/specification sheet for more information on the ‘Comms Reset’ button.
Port: This software can connect to up to 16 ports, Port 1 to Port 16. If the port to be used is
not in this range, it has to be changed. Appendix B shows how this can be done in a
windows XP environment. On other operating systems, the operation will be similar.
Baud Rate: Permissible Baud Rates are: 9600, 14400, 19200 and 38400.
Parity: Permissible Parities are: None, Odd, Even, Mark and Space.
Data Bits: Cannot be changed. Fixed at 8 Bits.
Stop Bits: Cannot be changed. Fixed at 1 Bit.

This section refers to note 3 of figure 2.
1.

‘List Available Ports’ lists all the serial communication ports (open and closed) available
on the machine.
2. ‘Open Com Port’ opens the port for communications.
3. ‘Close Com Port’ Closes the port

CHANGING COMMS PARAMETERS OF A NETWORK CONTROLLER OR I/O DEVICE
This section refers to note 4 of figure 2.
When the configuration parameters of a network controller or IO device have to be changed the
following steps should be followed:
1. If the current communication settings are unknown:
a. Power off the device,
b. Press the ‘Comms Reset’ Button and keep it pressed
c. Power the device back on.
d. Release the ‘Comms Reset’ Button.
The communication settings now should be Baud Rate: 9600, Parity: None, Data Bits: 8 and
Stop Bits: 1. The Modbus slave address is 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Select the address of the device that needs to be changed.
Change the communication settings – Address, Baud Rate and Parity to the desired value
Press the ‘Send New Comm. Settings’ Button.
Press the ‘Device Reset’ Button on the Network Controller or IO Device. To locate the
‘Device Reset’ Button refer to the Manual or Specification Sheet of the particular device.
6. Instead of pressing the ‘Device Reset’ Button the device can be powered down and up again.
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NOTICES AT THE BOTTOM OF THE SCREEN
This section refers to note 5 of figure 2.
At the bottom of the screen and common to all sections in the D.I.I.O. configuration software are
notices. This is the feedback the software gives to the user following an action being carried out.
This is split in three parts:
1. Code: This is a unique code which shows the type of error. Appendix A shows a list of all the
possible code combinations and possible solutions
2. Type: Notice Type: This can be of three kinds:
a. Success: Indicating the action has been carried out successfully
b. Failure: Indicating the action has failed
c. Notice: For information purposes, neither a success or a failure
3. Description: A detailed description of the feedback.
Every action carried out by a user will be followed by a notice.

DEVICE DETAILS
This section refers to note 6 of figure 2.
Specifications can be uploaded from a device using the ‘Get Spec’ button.
Address: The Modbus address of the device from which the specifications need to be
uploaded.
Type: A Numeral indicating the type of the Device. This number is checked against the
software database to display the device description. In figure 3 a device type 3000 results
in device description DIIO-AI-A-08 -> 8 Analogue Inputs, No RTC. This is an 8 Analogue Input
module, Type A, with no Real Time Clock.
Hardware Rev: Indicates the current hardware revision of the device.
Firmware Rev: Indicates the current firmware revision of the device.
Released: Indicates the release date
Serial Number: This shows the serial number, which can be used to track the batch number
and type of device. When contacting DoZeener Controls regarding a product, this number
always has to be quoted. This is also shown physically on the casing of the product.
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REFERENCE CODES
This section refers to note 7 of figure 2.

Reference Codes are numbers assigned to a device to identify its use and location. This is particularly
useful in large systems. These numbers can have values from 1 to 65535.
Five Codes can be assigned to a device:
Code 1 (Site): This is used to trace on which site a device is installed. Systems integrators can use this
number to identify where the product is geographically located.
Code 2 (Building): Identifies the building where the device is installed. For one building installations
this can be set as 1.
Code 3 (Area): Used to identify the area or a storey in a building. These can represent Plant Room A
if used to monitor equipment in a plant room or Guest Room 254, if used in a Hotel Guest Room
Monitoring System.
Code 4 (Equipment 1): Used to identity the equipment which the device is controlling and
monitoring. This can represent Air Handling Unit A or Pump 1.
Code 5 (Equipment 2): Used to identify a part of an equipment. For example if 3 units are used to
monitor and control an Air Handling Unit, one used for the cooling and heating valve controls, one
used to control dampers and the other one to monitor temperatures in a room, Code 5 can be
assigned values 1, 2 and 3 to identify the three sections.
These codes have to be compared to a database which could reside in a SCADA or Building
Management System.
To Program the reference codes to a device the following steps have to be carried out:
1. Set the Reference Codes
2. Click the ‘Send Codes’ Button. This will transmit the codes to the device. A download success
message will appear at the bottom of the screen.
3. Press the ‘Device Reset’ Button on the network controller or IO Device.
The device codes will be made available as Modbus addresses. Refer to the particular IO device
user manual for a Modbus register map.
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NETWORK CONTROLLER DEVICE SETUP

2. User defined Project Name. This
will be saved in the configuration
file and should be used to identify
the network controlling device
configuration file

1. Link to device configuration
pages. From each page 10 devices
can be configured

3. Device Configuration. This
section is used to Identify which IO
devices exist on the network. Once
these devices are enabled and the
configuration downloaded to the
network controller, this will start
polling the devices and moving
information from one device to the
other according to the ‘Network
Controller Register Setup’

Figure 3
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NETWORK DEVICES
This section refers to notes 1 and 2 of figure 3.
A DIIO System Network Controller manages transfer of information across a maximum of 64
Devices. The sub-tabs in the ‘Network Controller Device Setup’ section lets the users navigate
through the configuration of all the 64 devices in groups of 10.
Each project can be given a name. This will be saved with the configuration settings of the network
controller. This assumes that a project only uses one network controller. This is not always the case.
If multiple network controllers are used for one particular project, then the project name can
actually be the particular function of the network controllers or the set of devices which is
connected to.
Figure 4 shows a typical arrangement of a network controller connected to 5 devices.
The network controller can be configured to transfer all the analogue inputs from device with
address 5 to the analogue outputs of address 1.
Another example could be setting up the Analogue input module (Address 5) to send alarms to the
digital output module (Address 2). Hi Hi, Hi, Lo and Lo Lo alarms can be each diverted to different
outputs which can be used to activate a visual indication or shut down part of a plant.

CONFIGURATION OF NETWORK DEVICES
This section refers to note 3 of figure 3.
The user is provided with the facility to configure the following for each device:
-

-

Enable or Disable the device. When a device is enabled the network controller will start polling
the Modbus slave device with that particular address.
Choose which device model is assigned which address on the network. This can be done either
by choosing the device code number or the device description. When any one is changed the
other one is changed automatically to match the new selection
Give each device a user defined description

It important to note that devices that do not exist on the network should not be activated. Polling a
device will take a time slot, making the communications slower as more devices are added. If a
device is enabled but does not exist, the system will try to poll the device and eventually time-out.
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NETWORK CONTROLLER REGISTER SETUP

6. Locking the setting inhibits the
user from carrying out any changes
to the network controller.
1. Address and Device Description.
This is configured in the section
‘Network Controller Device Setup’
Example 1.

7. Enable / Disable device polling
by a network controller

8. Register configurations.
Example 1

2. Buttons to Upload settings from
a network controller. An Upload
can be carries out for
a. Current device being displayed
b. All the 64 devices

9. Once new communication
settings have been downloaded to
a network controller they will not
work until the changes are
‘Activated’

3. Buttons to Download settings to
a network controller. A Download
can be carried out for
a. Current device being displayed
b. All the 64 devices

10. Configuration files defined in
this section can be saved to a file
as a backup. They can be loaded
and downloaded to a network
controller with two simple steps
(*.dio files).

4. Address of Network Controller
being Configured. Min: 1 Max: 64.

5. IO Device configurations being
configured. Min: 1 Max: 64.

Figure 5
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1. Address and Device Description.
This is configured in the section
‘Network Controller Device Setup’
Example 2.

2. Register configurations.
Example 2

Figure 6
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The network controller processes and transfers information from one device as follows:
1. Reads the first 10 registers (Addresses 40001 to 40010) from the device
2. Places the 10 registers into its register database *
3. Writes the second 10 registers (Addresses 40011 to 40020) after deciding which data needs to
be written and where to pick it up from.
4. Reads Back the second 10 registers (Addresses 40011 to 40020) into its register database.

* The network controller’s register database holds all the information gathered from a maximum of
64 slave devices and makes them available to its slave port, where they can be picked up by a SCADA
System.

The data written to registers 40011 to 40020 can come from
1. The user
2. From another device
3. Remain unchanged.
Figure 7 shows an example of two devices with addresses 1 and 2. For both devices registers 40001
to 40010 are read and their information placed directly into the network controller internal
registers.
Device 1 has its read/write registers all configured as ‘Unchanged’. This means that neither the user
nor another device is permitted to change their contents.
If a user tries to write information (via the network controller) to the device, the information will be
accepted but then overrated when the device is polled and its registers 40011 to 40020 read back.
Device 2 has register 11 configured as ‘From Device’.

Register 1 from Address 1 will be copied to Register 11 of device 2. The value from Register 11 of
device 2 is then copied over to the network controller internal memory, i.e. a two step process:
1. Copy information from device with address 1 (via the Network Controller register database)
to the device with address 2.
2. Copy information from device with address 2 to the network controller register database
Registers 12 to 19 are configured as unchanged so they will not be modified, but just copied over to
the network controller
Register 20 is configured as ‘From User’ therefore the register information is copied directly from
the network controller’s database.

Register 20 of device with address 2 will therefore be overwritten by the data in the network
controller. This means that the value is user configurable.
Figure 6 shows an example with device with address 4 being an 8 analogue output device. Its 8
outputs will be set by the inputs of the 8 analogue input device with address 3.
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DEVICE ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION
This section refers to note 3 of figure 5.
This area will contain
1. The address of the device whose registers are being configured
2. The device part number and description
3. The user description.
These are all details configured in the section ‘Network Controller Device Setup’. They cannot be
changed in this section.

CONTROLLER ADDRESS
This section refers to note 4 of figure 5.
The ‘Controller Address’ is the Modbus address of the network controller.
A maximum of 64 network controllers can be configured in a system. This makes it possible for a
maximum of 64x64 devices in a system. Network controllers can only communication to a SCADA
system.

IO DEVICE ADDRESS
This section refers to note 5 of figure 5.
A maximum of 64 devices can be connected to a network controller to the master port. Changing the
IO device address number (1 to 64) in this section will get the user through the configurations of all
the read/write registers on the network.

Slave
Network Controller
Master

IO Devices
Slave
Add 1

Slave

Slave

Add 2

Add 2

Slave
……..

Add 64

Figure 8

LOCKING OF CONFIGURATION SETTINGS
This section refers to note 6 of figure 5
When this check box is selected all the configuration settings will be grayed out inhibiting the user
from carrying out any changes.
©2008 DoZeener Controls
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ENABLE/DISABLE POLLING OF A DEVICE
This section refers to note 7 of figure 5
Checking the ‘Enable Device’ check box will make the Network controller to start polling the device.
This check box carries the same function as the ‘Enabled’ check boxes in the ‘Network Controller
Device Setup’ (Figure 3).
The ‘Enable Device’ check box will only activate the IO device currently being configured. When the
IO Device Address (Note 5) is changed, the ‘Enabled Device’ setting will take the new settings of the
device address being configured.

DOWNLOADING CONFIGURATION
This section refers to note 3 of figure 5
Downloading of configuration parameters to a network controller can be either done per device or
for all the devices via the two buttons
Download Current and
Download All
When the configuration of the registers of one device is complete its settings can be downloaded
to the network controller via the Download Current Button. This will only download the
configuration of the ‘IO Device’ currently displayed
When the configuration of the registers of all the devices have been completed, a download of all
64 devices can be carried out by using the ‘Download All’ button.
Before downloading the configuration settings of the network controller the software checks if the
device connected to the serial port is actually a DIIO-NetCon1 module. If it is not the download
process will be stopped and the user advised that an error occurred.
The new settings will not take action until the ‘Activate’ Button is pressed

UPLOADING CONFIGURATION
This section refers to note 2 of figure 5
Uploading of configuration parameters from a network controller can be either done per device or
for all the devices via the two buttons
Upload Current and
Upload All
‘Upload Current’ will only upload the configuration of the IO Device currently displayed.
‘Upload All’ will upload the configuration of all the 64 IO devices.
Before uploading the configuration settings from the network controller the software checks if the
device connected to the serial port is actually a DIIO-NetCon1 module. If it is not the upload process
will be halted and the user advised that an error occurred.
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ACTIVATING AND CLEARING THE NETWORK CONTROLLER
This section refers to note 9 of figure 5
The ‘Activate’ Button will activate the new settings. When a ‘Download Current’ or ‘Download All’
operation is carried out the settings are downloaded to the network controller but they will not take
affect immediately. The Activate button loads the new settings in the ‘Active’ memory of the
network controller.
The ‘Clear Device’ Button will clear the network controller’s configuration memory. When this is
carried out the controller will stop polling the devices and any activities on the network.

SAVING AND LOADING THE NETWORK CONTROLLER CONFIGURATION FILES
The configuration for a network controller created from the sections ‘Network Controller Device
Setup’ and ‘Network Controller Register Setup’ can be saved to a file with extension *.dio.
Clicking on ‘Save To File’ will bring up a save dialog box. (Figure 9)
The following details are stored in a *.dio configuration file
Project Name
Date and Time the Project was last saved. This information will come up in the ‘Notice’ box
when a file is successfully loaded.
The destination address of the network controller
The register configuration for the 64 slaves to which the network controller will talk to.
The user defined device description for the 64 slaves, if configured

Figure 9
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Loading of a configuration file can be done via the ‘Load from File Button’ (Figure 10).

Figure 10
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INPUT / OUTPUT DEVICES SETUP

5. Device Code. The number and
type of parameters listed in table
below will depend on the device
being selected. This is a unique
number associated with a device
type.

1. Each device can be given a
description. This text is not
downloaded to the device itself, but
will be saved in the configuration
file if the Save and Load config files
buttons are used.

6. Each IO device will have a
corresponding list of parameters.
These parameters are explained in
more details in the device user
manual.

2. Device Part Number. The
number and type of parameters
listed in table below will depend on
the device being selected.

7. This button provides the user a
means of storing the device
parameters to a file as a backup.
(*.dcf files).

3. This button provides the user a
means of loading the device
parameters from a backup file
(*.dcf files).

8. Configuration parameters can be
uploaded from a device using this
button.

4. Modbus Address of the device to
be configured

9. Configuration parameters are
downloaded to a device using this
button

Figure 11
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION
IO Devices all have parameters that can be user defined. This is done via the I/O Devices Tab.
Each device will have its set of configurable settings. Further information of how changing these
settings will modify the behavior of the device is found in the particular device user manual.
Examples of these can be the scaling parameters or alarm setpoints for an analogue input.
Unlike the other two sections previously described - ‘Network Controller Device Setup’ and
‘Network Controller Register Setup’ which are used to configure ONLY the network controllers, this
section should be used to configure all the other slave devices on the network.

I/O DEVICE DESCRIPTION
This section refers to note 1 of figure 11.
Each device can be given a description which ideally should describe the location and device usage.
When the parameters are transferred (downloaded) to a device this information is not saved. It can
only be retained by saving the configuration details to a file, explained later on in this section.

DEVICE PART NUMBER AND DEVICE CODE
This section refers to notes 2 and 5 of figure 11
The device description and device code drop down menus contain a list of all the IO devices that can
be configured with the DIIO System Programmer. This list is constantly being updated and more
units added to the list.
When the device description is changed, the device code is automatically changed to match the new
selection. Similarly this happens for the device description when the device code is changed.
When changing the description of code the items in the list (Note 6 of figure 11) will also change.
The default parameters will be automatically loaded.

DEVICE ADDRESS TO CO NFIGURE
This section refers to note 4 of figure 11
The Modbus address of device to be configured can be from 1 to 64. The network controller can
support a maximum of 64 devices on the network.
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DEVICE PARAMETERS
This section refers to note 6 of figure 11
Every device will have its own set of configurable parameters. More details of each of these
parameters can be found in the particular device user manual.
Standards Registers 40011 to 40020
Extended Registers 40101 to 40140
Standard registers are defined as those registers accessible by the network controller. The
extended registers cannot be accessed by a network controller and can only be used if the devices
are directly connected to a third part PLC, Building Management System Controller or a SCADA
system.
The read/write Modbus registers can be locked and default values assigned to them.
Figure 11 (note 6) shows an example of the configurable parameters of a digital input controller
without real time clock. Items 1 to 3 are locks for the registers 11 to 12, which are the read/write
Modbus registers in the standard register set. If these parameters are assigned a value of 0 these
addresses are not locked otherwise they are locked negating any possibility for the user to change
them. When locked the Modbus registers will take a value equal to the default value assigned by
items 5 to 7.
Item 4 is the lock for register 101 which is a read/write Modbus register in the extended register
set. When locked the value of this register will be always equal to the value assigned to item 8.
The range of the values is restricted between a maximum and a minimum defined by the columns
‘Range (From)’ and ‘Range (To)’.

LOADING AND SAVING I/O DEVICE CONFIGURATIONS
This section refers to notes 3 and 7 of figure 11.
The ‘Save Configuration To File’ button will save the I/O device information to a *.dcf file (DIIO
Configuration File).
A dialog box will appear when this button is pressed. (Figure 12)

Figure 12
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The following details are saved:
Device Type
Device Code
Device User Description
Date and Time when the file was saved
The Parameter Value of each item in the list
The User description should contain the area where the device is installed and its function.

The ‘Load Configuration From File’ will load the information from a *.dcf file. The date and time
when the file was last saved will be shown in the ‘Notice’ box at the bottom of the screen.

Figure 13

When a load has been carried out successfully, i.e. the file was found and its contents successfully
decoded and loaded, the device description, device code and parameter list will update to match the
contents of the file.
All configurations SHOULD be saved and stored in a safe place so that a system restore is possible in
the event that there is malfunction in the device and needs to be replaced.

DOWNLOADING CONFIGURATION TO A DEVICE
This section refers to note 9 of figure 11.
When the ‘Download Config. To Device’ is pressed; first a check is made to confirm that the correct
device type with address ‘Device Address To Configure’ is attached to the port. If this is not the case
the download will be halted and an error displayed in the ‘Notice’ box at the bottom of the screen.
If the device matches the ‘Device Code’ then all the parameters are downloaded and a ‘Success’
Note displayed in the ‘Notice’ box at the bottom of the screen.
The ‘Device User Description’ is not downloaded to the device.
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UPLOADING CONFIGURATION FROM A DEVICE
This section refers to note 8 of figure 11.
When the ‘Upload Config. From Device’ is pressed; a check is first made to confirm that the correct
device type is attached to the port. If this is not the case the download will be halted and an error
displayed in the ‘Notice’ box at the bottom of the screen.
If the device matches the ‘Device Code’ then all the parameters are uploaded and a ‘Success’ notice
displayed in the ‘Notice’ box at the bottom of the screen.
The ‘Device User Description’ is not uploaded from the device.
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CONFIGURATION DATA

1. This table shows the decoded
values which are transmitted to the
IO device. These are only for
information purposes and shall only
be used by a DIIO Device firmware
programmer

Figure 14
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Parameters configured via the ‘IO Devices Setup’ section are transferred to the flash memory of the
microcontroller inside the DIIO devices. These parameters are stored in 10 blocks of data. This
section is not intended for the general user.
User programmable DIIO devices are being developed at the time of writing of this document. This
section is meant to help the programmer to use the user configurable area of the microprocessor.
More details on this section will be available in future versions of this manual.
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DEVICE INFORMATION

1. Device Part Number. The
description of the parameters listed
in the table below depend on the
device being selected.

3. Device Code. The parameters
listed in the table below depends
on the device being selected. This
is a unique number associated with
a device type.

2. This is a list of the first 20
modbus addresses of each device,
the only addresses accessible by
the network controller. For
information of the reset of the
modbus mapping the IO device
user manual should be consulted.

Figure 15
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The Information section is meant to give the user a list of the Standard Modbus Register set for
reference purposes. When the Device part number or the Device Code is changed the Modbus table
will be updated to show the Modbus register assignments:
Modbus Registers 40001 to 40010 are the Read Only registers
Modbus Register 40011 to 40020 are the Read/Write registers
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APPENDIX A – SUCCESS, ADVISORY AND FAILURE NOTICES

The following is a list of all the possible notice codes that can appear at the bottom of the screen in
the ‘Notice’ Box and possible solutions to failures.

FAILURE MESSAGES:
Code

Description

Possible Solution

02001

Communication Port <Port Name>
Failed To Open.

The communication port number does not exist or the
port has already been opened by another application

02002

Communication Port <Port Name>
Failed To Close.

The communication port has never been opened by this
application or the port does not exist

02003

No Ports Are Open For
Communication.

Before trying to connect to a device the port connected
to that device must be opened from the section
'Programmers Comms Setup', 'Communication
Settings'.

Timeout Error. The Device With
Address <Device Address> Did Not
Respond.

The device being polled did not respond, either because
there is nothing connected to the com port or the
device attached has the wrong Modbus Address. If the
PC is connected to a network the device might not exist
on the network. Another possibility is that the device
has the wrong comms parameters (baud rate or parity).
Also confirm that the device connected has the right
communication card (RS232 or RS485) or the correct
adaptor is being used.

02005

Timeout Error. The Device With
Address <Device Address> Did Not
Acknowledge Reception Of New
Settings.

The device being polled did not respond, either because
there is nothing connected to the com port or the
device attached has the wrong Modbus Address. If the
PC is connected to a network the device might not exist
on the network. Another possibility is that the device
has the wrong comms parameters (baud rate or parity).
Also confirm that the device connected has the right
communication card (RS232 or RS485) or the correct
adaptor is being used.

02006

CRC Error. The Device With Address
<Device Address> Returned A
Packet With An Incorrect CRC.

CRC errors can occur because of faulty communication
media. The cable connecting the com port to the device
might need to be replaced.

Timeout Error. The Device With
Address <Device Address> Did Not
Acknowledge Reception Of New
Settings.

The device being polled did not respond, either because
there is nothing connected to the com port or the
device attached has the wrong Modbus Address. If the
PC is connected to a network the device might not exist
on the network. Another possibility is that the device
has the wrong comms parameters (baud rate or parity).
Also confirm that the device connected has the right
communication card (RS232 or RS485) or the correct
adaptor is being used.

02004

02007
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02008

02009

02010

Description

Timeout Error While Downloading
New Settings For Address <Device
Address> At Block <Block Number>

CRC Error While Downloading New
Settings For Address <Device
Address> At Block <Block Number>

This message occurs when the DIIO System
programmer successfully connected to a device but
failed midway. Either the device was disconnected
during the download, the communication cable is faulty
or the communication environment is very noisy. If this
device is being configured via the network, try to
connect the PC directly to the device, bypassing the
network.

Timeout Error. The Device With
Address <Device Address> Did Not
Respond.

The device being polled did not respond, either because
there is nothing connected to the com port or the
device attached has the wrong Modbus Address. If the
PC is connected to a network the device might not exist
on the network. Another possibility is that the device
has the wrong comms parameters (baud rate or parity).
Also confirm that the device connected has the right
communication card (RS232 or RS485) or the correct
adaptor is being used.

Format of the File Which Was Being
Loaded is Incorrect.

02012

File Read Error or Filename Not
Defined.

02013

File Save Error: Filename Not
Defined.

02015

Possible Solution
This message occurs when the DIIO System
programmer successfully connected to a device but
failed midway. Either the device was disconnected
during the download, the communication cable is faulty
or the communication environment is very noisy. If this
device is being configured via the network, try to
connect the PC directly to the device, bypassing the
network.

02011

02014

DoZeener Controls

Every time a file is loaded into the DIIO Programmer it is
checked and verified that it is in the correct format. This
error message comes up when the file format is not
correct. This could be a corrupt file or a file of another
type.
The name of the file that has been entered into the file
read dialog box does not exist or a filename has not
been entered
The name of the file that has been entered into the file
save dialog box does not exist or a filename has not
been entered

Timeout Error While Uploading
New Settings For Address <Network
Controller Address> At Block <Block
Number>

This message occurs when the DIIO System
programmer successfully connected to a device but
failed midway. Either the device was disconnected
during the download, the communication cable is faulty
or the communication environment is very noisy. If this
device is being configured via the network, try to
connect the PC directly to the device, bypassing the
network.

CRC Error While Uploading New
Settings For Address <Network
Controller Address> At Block <Block
Number>.

This message occurs when the DIIO System
programmer successfully connected to a device but
failed midway. Either the device was disconnected
during the download, the communication cable is faulty
or the communication environment is very noisy. If this
device is being configured via the network, try to
connect the PC directly to the device, bypassing the
network.
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Possible Solution

Timeout Error. The Device With
Address <Device Address> Did Not
Acknowledge Reception Of New
Codes.

The device being polled did not respond, either because
there is nothing connected to the com port or the
device attached has the wrong Modbus Address. If the
PC is connected to a network the device might not exist
on the network. Another possibility is that the device
has the wrong comms parameters (baud rate or parity).
Also confirm that the device connected has the right
communication card (RS232 or RS485) or the correct
adaptor is being used.

02018

The Device At Address <Network
Controller Address> Is Of The Wrong
Type. Device Models Do Not Match.

Before downloading or uploading the configuration
to/from a network controller the DIIO System
Programmer checks the device type. If it is not a
network controller this error message will come up and
download/upload halted. Check that the device with
the Modbus address connected to the PC is of the
correct type.

02019

This File Does Not Contain The
Configuration For This Particular
Device Type. File Not Loaded.

Configuration files can belong to various device types
(DI modules, DO modules etc.). Before a file is loaded
into the system it is checked. If the device types do not
match this error will come up.

02021

COM Port Error. A Possible Cause
Might Be A Serial Port Adaptor Not
Compatible With Mark or Space
Parity.

This error most probably occurred because a mark or
space parity have been entered. Some USB to RS232 or
USB to 485 converters are not compatible with these
two parity formats. The converter needs to be replaced
or a new parity (none, even or odd) selected

02022

Message With An Incorrect CRC
Received From Device With Address
<Device Address> On Port <Com
Port>.

CRC errors can occur because of faulty communication
media. The cable connecting the com port to the device
might need to be replaced.

TimeOut Error. No Device With
Address <Device Address> Has Been
Found Connected To Port.

This message occurs when the DIIO System
programmer successfully connected to a device but
failed midway. Either the device was disconnected
during the download, the communication cable is faulty
or the communication environment is very noisy. If this
device is being configured via the network, try to
connect the PC directly to the device, bypassing the
network.

TimeOut Error. Configuration for
Device <Device Address> Has Been
Halted Midway. Device
Configuration Is Incomplete.

This message occurs when the DIIO System
programmer successfully connected to a device but
failed midway. Either the device was disconnected
during the download, the communication cable is faulty
or the communication environment is very noisy. If this
device is being configured via the network, try to
connect the PC directly to the device, bypassing the
network.

02016

02023

02024
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Error. Configuration from Device
<Device Address> Has Been Halted
Midway. Device Configuration
Upload Failed.

This message occurs when the DIIO System
programmer successfully connected to a device but
failed midway. Either the device was disconnected
during the download, the communication cable is faulty
or the communication environment is very noisy. If this
device is being configured via the network, try to
connect the PC directly to the device, bypassing the
network.

02026

Data Input Error. Value Out Of
Range Or Incorrect Format.

The data inputted in the 'I/O Devices Setup' is not
correct. This value can only be numeric between the
ranges 'Range (From)' and 'Range (To)'. When a wrong
value is input the value will default to the minimum
acceptable value.

02027

System Error. Device Definition File
Not Found.

The device definition file *.dcf was not found. An
incorrect filename was entered.

02028

System Error. Device Definition File
Format is Corrupted.

Every time a *.dcf file is loaded into the DIIO
Programmer it is checked and verified that it is in the
correct format. This error message comes up when the
file format is not correct. This could be a corrupt file or
a file of another type.

02029

The Device With Address <Device
Address> Connected To Port <Com
Port> Is Of The Incorrect Type.
Configuration Download Halted.

Before downloading the configuration to a device the
DIIO System Programmer checks the device type. If it is
not the expected model this error message will come
up and download halted. Check that the device with the
Modbus address connected to the PC is of the correct
type.

02030

The Device With Address <Device
Address> Connected To Port <Com
Port> Is Of The Incorrect Type.
Configuration Upload Halted

Before uploading the configuration from a device the
DIIO System Programmer checks the device type. If it is
not the expected model this error message will come
up and upload halted. Check that the device with the
Modbus address connected to the PC is of the correct
type.

Error Reading Configuration.
Configuration Download Required.

When a device has never been configured and a
configuration upload is initiated this error will come up.
This will usually happen when a brand new controller is
purchased and has never had its configuration
downloaded. Carry out a download before you can
upload the configuration.

02025

02031
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SUCCESS MESSAGES
Code
01001
01002
01003
01004
01005
01006
01007
01008
01009
01010
01011
01012
01013
01015
01023
01024

Description

Communication Port <Port Number> Successfully Opened
Communication Port <Port Number> Successfully Closed
Device Type, Release Date and Firmware Version Received Sucessfully From Device With
Address <Device Address>
New Communication Settings Successfully Transferred to the Device With Address
<Device Address>
New Settings Successfully Transferred to Device With Address <Network Controller
Address>. Block for Slave <Device Address> Configured
All Settings Successfully Transferred to Device With Address <Network Controller
Address>
New Settings Successfully Transferred from Device With Address <Network Controller
Address>. Block for Slave <Device Address> configured
All Settings Successfully Transferred from Device With Address <Device Address>
The Device With Address <Network Controller Address> Has Been Cleared. Configuration
Deleted.
The Device With Address <Network Controller Address> Has Been Activated With New
Settings.
File Successfully Loaded. This file was last saved on <Date and Time>
File Successfully Saved.
Configuration Codes for Device With Address <Network Controller Address> Were
Successfully Changed.
Module Acknowledged That It is Of Correct Model. Transferring Information........".
Configuration Successfully Downloaded to Address <Device Address>
Configuration Successfully Uploaded from Address <Device Address>

INFORMATION MESSAGES
Code
03001
03002
03003
03004
03005
03006
03007
03008
03009
03010

Description

<Port Names> are available on this machine.
Baud Rate On Port <Com Port> Changed To <New Setting>
Downloading All The Settings to Network Controller With Address <Network Controller
Address>
Uploading All The Settings from Network Controller With Address <Network Controller
Address>
Establishing Link with Device. Please Wait ..............
D.I.I.O. System Programmer Successfully Loaded And Initialised.
Correct Device Found At Address <Device Address>. Downloading Configuration. XX %
Complete.
Device Found At Address <Device Address>. Uploading Configuration. XX % Complete.
Downloading to Network Controller With Address <Network Controller Address>
Uploading from Network Controller With Address <Network Controller Address>
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APPENDIX B: CHANGING A PC COM PORT NUMBER
These screenshots have been taken from a Windows XP SP2 Operating system. The method of
changing com port numbers on other operating system will vary.

1. Open the Control Panel

2. Open System then go to the Hardware tab.
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3. Open the ‘Device Manager’

4. Open Ports (COM & LPT) – Communications Port (Port To Be Changed)

5. Click ‘Advanced’ and select the new port number of the selected COM Port.
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APPENDIX C: SOFTWARE INSTALLATION

The installation process is easy and straight forward. One important point in this section is that the
default installation directory should be used. The current version of the software uses the default
installation path to access some of its core components so changing it is not recommended.
Notes:
Tested and Supported Operating Systems: Windows 2000, Windows XP SP2, Windows 2003
Server SP1
The .NET framework 2.0 is required on the host computer. If not installed the DIIO System
Programmer installation will install it automatically. All the installation files are available on
the installation CD.
Run the setup.exe file:

If the .NET framework is not installed on the host machine a dialog box will appear requesting the
user to accept its installation. All the files are on the installation CD so an internet connection is not
required. Some software required a connection to the internet to download the latest version of the
.NET framework.
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Once the installation of the .NET Framework is complete the installation of the DZC D.I.I.O. System
Programmer will start.
It is important that the default directory is not changed.
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